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Chapter 17

The Dachau Trial Continued, November 1945

In the courtroom, I sit behind the audience to determine how

 well the citizens can hear the testimony and see the exhibits. They

can hear and see just fine. Today a crew from Munich is shooting

movies, and the witnesses and defendants are instructed to speak

slowly and loudly so everything they say will be picked up by the re-

cording equipment. Klieg lights glare, and three cameras quietly grind

away in strategic spots, lending a little action to the grim proceedings.

We hear from many witnesses about the torture of prisoners at

Dachau by German guards. Among them is Chaim Sendowski, a tai-

lor from Poland, 38. He came from Auschwitz to Dachau in October

1944. His detail was sorting rocks in a ditch. He testifies:

Six of us were throwing rocks through a screen, so we would

only get the small rock. [SS defendant Wilhelm Tempel] said,
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“If you bend the wire [of the screen], I’m going to beat you.”

But we had to throw rocks against it, so naturally we had to

bend the wire. So he beat us and we had to work. My comrade

said maybe we should ask how we are supposed to do it with-

out bending it. We were always afraid to ask . . . then my

friend said, “I will ask him.” He said, “Mr. Rapportfuehrer,

please show us how to do it.”

He used a [rubber-coated] cable and beat that man terri-

bly, and later on . . . he also kicked him. And he beat the man

until he didn’t have any strength to get up, and the blood was

just pouring from his head. He said, “Take this dirt away.” I

took him to the hospital, and he was very ill, and his arm was

broken. And on the next morning . . . I went to see how he

was doing. I brought him some soup. I couldn’t give him the

soup because he was already dead.

Then there is Rudolf Wolf, a German engraver from Freiberg, 35.

He was a prisoner in Dachau from September 1942 until its liberation

in April 1945. He tells more about the tortures:

I saw [SS defendant Friedrich Ruppert] beating someone very

often . . . He kicked the prisoners and also hit them with a

whip . . . so hard that the men became unconscious. He was

such a man who could beat people without changing expres-

sion. Just like a blacksmith striking cold iron.

The prisoner had to stand at attention in front of him,

then [SS defendant Franz Trenkle] . . . would use the outer

edge of his shoes and kick him in the lower part of his legs. He
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did that to me personally, so that the blood would run. He

scraped the skin off.

Whipping was done publicly at the formation place

[gathering area]. The block was about the same height as

this table. On the front part there were straps attached and

[at the back end] a box. The prisoner had to step into the

box and then had to lay across the block . . . Particularly

strong prisoners . . . had to do the beating . . . one prisoner,

Herman Folger, refused to do the beating . . . Trenkle walked

over to him and [with a] cat-o-nine tails . . . hit him across the

face twice, then did the beating himself . . . And then they had

to go to the hospital, and across the posterior, which was

beaten were Russian and Frenchmen. [They] received ten or

25 lashes according to orders. [Some] had to be carried to the

hospital.

Next Riva Levy, 29, an office worker from Poland, testifies to the

mistreatment of women prisoners:

[SS defendant Otto Foerschner] was very bad with food, [one]

of the women did not work, so . . . we did not receive any

food all day, and we were supposed to stand at attention from

6:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M. And from 2:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M., we

worked at the carting of stone. Some of the women did not

have any strength left for carrying stones, and they put a little

less in that contraption for carrying the stones, and [for that]

he beat them.

mostly broken open, they received iodine. The men I saw
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Franz Blaha testifies again, about the standing bunker, a cell used

for punishment:

The standing bunker was of such dimensions that one could

not sit down in it, but could just stand up. One could just

possibly bend the knees a little.

I was not punished in the standing bunker, but I brought

the dead bodies out of the bunkers several times. [They were]

mostly Russians and Poles—during 1944 and 1945.

In a pretrial statement, defendant Emil Mahl backed Blaha: “Im-

prisonment in the standing cell [meant] eight to ten hours during the

night, in several cases two to three nights without food or drink.”

Blaha also describes wrist-hanging, another common torture:

For instance, like in my case for not working properly,

[prisoners] were hung up on a post . . . with their hands tied

behind their backs . . . with a chain or sometimes a rope. They

were hoisted up on a hook so their toes couldn’t touch the

ground . . . sometimes one, two, three, sometimes even more

hours. I was hung there for an hour—with a chain.

We couldn’t move [our] hands for at least three days, and

we couldn’t work. I had blood clots on the hands, then swol-

len feet and great pain.

The Catholic priests who were anti-Nazi were also prisoners.

Theodore Koch, a Polish priest since 1932 and Dachau prisoner from

October 1941 to April 1945, testifies about punishment exercises:
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There were jumps, knee-bends, and we had to do other gym-

nastics; that is, running on the knees. From Palm Sunday until

Easter Sunday, we had to go through exercises on the forma-

tion place from 6:00 A.M. until 7:00 P.M. except for dinner.

[During that week] many priests died during and after the

exercises.

He also testifies about threats that prisoners would be made to

leave camp on the invalid transports: “[This was considered a form of

punishment] because it was the opinion that all of those who went on

the invalid transport were to go to a gas chamber.”

The witnesses continue along these lines, establishing a clear pat-

tern of sadistic torture in the main camp and subcamps.

The defendants who choose to testify, upon cross-examination by

Colonel Denson, admit only to occasional handslaps to the faces of

some prisoners. When reminded of their voluntary and signed pretrial

statements about beatings, they become evasive, saying they were mis-

taken in making the statements. They say these incidents could not

have occurred at the stated times or places. A few say the handslaps

were to remind the prisoners of rule violations.

And two defendants testify to beatings of prisoners by other defen-

dants, apparently to gain leniency.
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